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RAIPUR: Durg police arrested a 13-year-old and a 10-year-old for
allegedly gangraping a five-year-old girl. Police have lodged an FIR
under IPC Section 376 and POCSO Act against the boys for allegedly

raping the child. According to the SHO of Nevai police station
Bharti Markam, on the complaint of the parent of the victim, an

offence was lodged against the alleged assaulters. The heinous
crime took place on Friday, when the victim’s parents, who are
labourers, were out at work. —Avdesh Mallick

5-yr-old gangraped in Durg
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THIRUVANANTHAPURAM:
On the eve of  Kerala’s new
state finance minister KN
Balagopal preparing the text
of  his first full state budget
on March 11, the biggest
cause of  concern is the
state’s mounting outstanding
debts, which according to the
budget for 2021-22 will be
Rs3.27 lakh crore by the end
of  this fiscal.
Outstanding debts is the

sum total of  public debt
which consists of  internal
debt, loans and advances
from centre besides loans
from financial institutions
such as LIC and special secu-
rities and not to mention of
borrowings from deposits in
state PF, treasury, pension
funds and insurance.
Even when the overall pic-

ture of  Kerala’s finances was
never rosy, it took a severe
blow like the rest of  the
world with the Covid pan-
demic, leaving the cash
crunched state in an even pi-
quant position.
To get a clearer picture of

the debt, it is best highlighted
as a ratio of  the size of  the
state economy/state gross
state domestic product.
A comparison of  the na-

tional picture of  states and
UTS with the highest debt
GSDP ratio in 2022 are
Arunachal 57.4%, Kashmir
56.6, Punjab 53.3, Nagaland
44.2, Himachal 43.4, Ra-
jasthan 39.8, Meghalaya 39.2,
West Bengal 38.8, Kerala 38.3
and Andhra 37.6. 
One thing has to be noted,

is the present staggering fig-
ure of  the outstanding debts
of  Kerala did not happen ove -
r night and successive state
governments to a certain ex-
tent can take credit for the
achievements of  the state in
the fields of  education and
health, which leads the rest
of  India and to reach here, in-
vestment is required, but
looking deeper into it experts
revealed the real situation.

Haryana in debt trap of
over `2.29-lakh crore
Every child born in Haryana

is saddled with a debt of  Rs1
lakh. This is true with the es-
timated total debt on the
state increasing to over
Rs2.29 lakh crore.
The main opposition Con-

gress, which had been at the
helm for a decade till 2014,
has been blaming the BJP-
JJP government for pushing
the state into debt and taking
it towards bankruptcy.
As per official figures, the

state’s debt was Rs70,931
crore in 2014-15 when the BJP
assumed power in the state
for the first time.
In the current fiscal, it is ex-

pected to touch a whopping
Rs229,976 crore by the end of
this fiscal.
As per budget estimates of

2021-22, the debt to GSDP ra-
tio is estimated at 23.27 per
cent in 2020-21, while it was
16.23 per cent in 2014-15. For
the next fiscal, it is estimated
at 25.92 per cent.
Leader of  Opposition and

two-time chief  minister
Bhupinder Singh Hooda told
IANS the BJP-JJP govern-
ment is taking the state to-
wards bankruptcy. “That is
why the debt figures were not
clearly stated in the last
budget speech. As per our es-
timations, the total debt has
increased to Rs2.25 lakh
crore by March 2021," he said.

UP’s total outstanding debt
shot up by 39% in five years
The Yogi Adityanath govern-
ment in Uttar Pradesh has
been borrowing so heavily
from the market that its total
outstanding debt has shot up
by almost 39 per cent in five
years. However, spending on
education declined while
spending on health increased
only marginally during this
period. However, spending
on education declined while
spending on health increased
only marginally during this
period. What is even more
surprising is the fact that in
four out of  five years, the
state government was unable
to spend even the full budget-
ed amount, leading to a rev-
enue surplus.

RIVALRY BETWEEN LOCAL GANGS LED TO
BAJRANG DAL ACTIVIST MURDER: POLICE
BENGALURU: Long-standing rivalry between local Hindutva and
Muslim gangs probably led to the murder of the 27-year old Bajrang
Dal activist Harsha Hindu in Shivamogga, Karnataka by a gang of
armed men on Feb 20. This is the view shared by senior police
officials, who are also probing how the 10 men, who are in police
custody till March 7, got together to execute the murder.
The police however have not ruled out the possibility of the invol -

ve ment of a larger group. But they have not found any evidence of
the role of outfits like the Islamic organisation, the Popular Front of
India. Though the police are probing the timing of the activist’s
murder in the backdrop of the hijab row raging in the state, a senior
police official told the media their investigations have shown there is
no “immediate motive” behind the murder. And that it was more a
case of a rivalry that had built up over a period of time because of
Harsha’s active involvement with Bajrang Dal activities.

Russian bear runs into...
The conflict has already driven hundreds of
thousands of Ukrainians from their homes. UN
officials said more than 120,000 Ukrainians have
left the country for Poland, Moldova and other
neighbouring nations.
The assault has pulverised bridges, schools and

residential neighbourhoods. But it was unclear in
the fog of war how much of Ukraine was still
under Ukrainian control and how much Russian
forces have seized. Ukrainian and Western
officials, however, say Ukrainian forces have
managed to slow the Russian advance.
Western officials believe Russian President

Vladimir Putin is determined to overthrow
Ukraine's government and replace it with a
regime of his own. The invasion represented
Putin's boldest gambit yet to redraw the map of
Europe and revive Moscow's Cold War-era
influence. It has triggered new international
efforts to end the invasion, including direct
sanctions on Putin.
The Ukrainian president's whereabouts were

being kept a secret after he told European leaders
in a call Thursday that he was Russia's No. 1
target — and that they might not see him again
alive.
The Biden administration is convinced that

Russia was never serious about finding a
diplomatic solution to the crisis over Ukraine, and
the offer on Friday for talks in Belarus amounted
to a sham. “Moscow engaged in the pretense of
diplomacy,” the State Department spokesman,
Ned Price, told reporters at a daily news
conference. “It now appears quite clear that
Russia was not, and has not been, interested in
genuine diplomacy.”
According to sources, Putin's plan is relying on

spooking the country, firing missiles at residential
buildings 'at random' to 'intimidate' the
Ukrainians, trigger mass army desertions, national
surrender, and Zelensky's flight from the country.

Pawar, kin exerted clout in...
However, only Ajit Pawar filed an affidavit in
reply. Ajit Pawar was the Minister for Irrigation
and ex-officio Chairman of the Maharashtra
Krishna Valley Development Corporation (MKVDC)
at the relevant time. He was a part of the meeting
which granted clearance to the proposed dam
which would aid water supply to Lavasa.
Jadhav had contended that in the absence of a

rebuttal, the allegations must be deemed to have
been admitted by them.
The court noted in its judgement: “… all with a

view to give shape to Shri Sharad Pawar’s dream
project of Lavasa -- it cannot be said that exertion
of influence and clout by Shri Sharad Pawar and
Smt. Supriya Sule is an unreasonable inference…”
In the absence of the “unrebutted allegations”,

the court observed: “…we are left to judge the
veracity of the allegations on tests of probability
without anything more substantial by way of
answer. Shri Sharad Pawar and Smt. Supriya Sule
being personally interested in the project of the
hill station, it is proved by preponderance of
probability that the allegations are true.”
As far as allegations of favouritism by Ajit

Pawar are concerned, the HC noted that it was his
‘solemn duty’ to disclose his personal interest in
the matter.
“As the Minister for Irrigation and holder of a

Constitutional office by virtue of which he was
the Chairman of the MKVDC, it was the solemn
duty of Shri Ajit Pawar to disclose his direct or
indirect interest in the matter,” added the court.
The court also took note of the fact that no

tender was issued for the same before awarding
the contract.
The court noted that Jadhav has shown a

“serious concern and commitment” to take up the
cause “involving some powerful respondents” in
his PIL.  It said, however, it could not grant any
relief due to delay, observing that:  “… we feel
that a ‘judicial hands-off’ approach is perhaps
best suited in the present case having regard to
the intervening delay between the alleged acts of

violation of Constitutional guarantees and
institution of this public interest litigation.”
The court also said that it has been almost more

than a decade that Lavasa has come into
existence and considering that none of the
farmers had challenged it, “it would not be
unreasonable to assume that they were/are happy
and satisfied with whatever bargain they were
able to make”.

MVA govt turns the heat on...
This was in response to a question asked by a
member, state Congress chief Nana Patole. The
three-member committee was headed by the
former acting director general of police Sanjay
Pandey. The committee observed that Shukla had
illegally tapped phones and hence a case has
been registered against her and others.
Home Minister Dilip Wasle-Patil, in response to a

question on whether the government will suspend
Shukla, said the government will seek legal
opinion as she is currently on Central deputation.
Wasle-Patil refuted BJP's charge that the police
action taken against Shukla was an act of revenge.
“The question does not arise. The action has been
taken after accepting the report submitted by the
three-member committee,” he noted.
A senior home department official said the

committee had said the police are allowed to tap
phones as per the legal provisions in connection
with public safety, terror acts, delicate situations and
international relations. However, the police cannot
tap phones other than in connection with such
cases. The committee found that Shukla had tapped
the phones for reasons other than the permissions
she had sought and found this to be illegal.
“It was also found that Shukla tapped the

phones of Patole by changing his name as Amjad
Khan, minister of state for education Bacchu Kadu
as Babu Shaikh, former MP Sanjay Kakde as
Abhijit Nair and former legislator Ashish
Deshmukh as Mahesh Salunke. Their phones were
tapped on the plea that they were involved in the
sale of drugs,’’ said the officer.
Leader of Opposition Devendra Fadnavis had

cited a letter, purportedly written by Shukla to the
then DGP Subodh Jaiswal, about the alleged
police transfer racket. The state government had
sought an explanation from Shukla but was not
satisfied by her response. The former Chief
Secretary Sitaram Kunte was asked to conduct an
enquiry in the matter.
Kunte had said that Shukla had taken

permission to record these calls under the guise
of interception of calls of a few people in the
interest of public safety and had thus misguided
the authorities. “In fact, the interception is done
in case of the possibility of a threat to national
security and anti-national activities under the
Indian Telegram Act to avert any such threats. The
interception is not expected for political
differences, professional or family disputes.
However, Shukla did use the permission for the
purpose other than it was meant for, thereby
misleading the government and misusing the
permission,” the report said.

UP 5th phase: stray cattle...
There was some belated damage control exercise
by the Yogi Adityanath government, which held a
meeting with employees unions to convince them
about the benefits of the National Pension
Scheme. But they were unconvinced.
Interestingly, BSP chief Mayawati, taking a cue

from SP, has also pledged to restore OPS. The
Congress has promised a solution which is a cross
between OPS and NPS.
Jat and Muslim voters had dominated the first

phase; the minorities in the second phase; and
there was a preponderance of Yadav and Lodh
votes in the third phase; to that extent, the fifth
phase is a mix of various backward communities
and minorities.
The analysts dub it as a fertile region for

Mandal (Backward) politics, but with Ayodhya,
Chitarkoot and Prayagraj falling in this area, the
BJP has been experimenting with the Kamandal
(religious) card. The BJP has campaigned
extensively in this phase highlighting the benefits
it has extended to the poor through its welfare

schemes. The Vishwa Hindu Parishad as well as
the Ram Mandir Trust, too, campaigned for the
BJP in Ayodhya and adjoining areas.
The voters of Amethi, Rai Bareili, Sultanpur,

Kaushambi, Barabanki, Behraich, Shrawasti and
Gonda would also cast their votes on Sunday.
This round would seal the fate of many political
heavyweights, including Deputy Chief Minister
Keshav Prasad Maurya and five other ministers of
the Yogi cabinet.
Former minister and leader of Jansatta Dal,

Raghuraj Pratap Singh, alias Raja Bhaiya, is
contesting from his traditional seat of Kunda in
this phase. The other prominent candidates are
former King of Amethi estate, Dr Snajay Singh; UP
cabinet minister Siddharthnath Singh from
Prayagraj; minister CP Upadhyay from Chitrakoot;
Rajendra Pratap Singh from Pratapgarh; and
Prateek Bhushan, son of BJP MP Brijbhushan
Singh, from Gonda city.
In the previous assembly election in 2017, the

BJP had won 47 out of 61 seats in this phase,
while in 2012 the SP had tasted success on 41. In
2017 assembly polls, the SP could get only five
seats and the BSP three.

Single window for e-auction...
modes depending upon their choice and
suitability without paying any additional charges
or discount to the coal companies.
Officials said the decision will remove the

market distortions as all consumers will get coal
at a single rate, leading to increase in the
domestic coal demand and it will eliminate the
coal companies' discretion of allocating coal to
different end users.
It shall also increase operational efficiencies and

lead to an increase in domestic coal demand.
Clubbing of the e-auction windows would not
involve any additional cost to the coal companies.
Further the coal companies shall be able to

establish coal gasification plants by availing coal
from their own mines. It shall help in developing
clean coal technology.
Hence, with better availability of domestic coal

with better price stability and predictability, the
import of coal is expected to come sown
drastically.  This would reduce the dependence on
imported coal and would be conducive to making
of ‘Atmanirbhar Bharat’.

Okay to 20% FDI in LIC...
in LIC, which is a statutory corporation
established under the LIC Act, 1956.
Since, as per the present FDI policy, the foreign

inflow cap for PSU banks is 20 per cent under
government approval route, it has been decided
to allow foreign investment of up to 20 per cent
in LIC and such other corporate bodies.
Increased FDI inflows will supplement domestic

capital, technology transfer, skill development for
accelerated economic growth and development
across sectors.
Further, in order to expedite the capital raising

process, such FDI has been kept under the
automatic route, as in the case of the rest of the
insurance sector, one of the sources said.
Sources said other minor enhancements in the

existing FDI policy have also been carried out in
order to provide an updated, consistent and
easily comprehensible FDI framework.

The FDI policy currently lists only 'Insurance
Company' and 'Intermediaries or Insurance
Intermediaries' under the insurance sector.

LIC being a statutory corporation, is not
covered under either insurance company or
intermediaries or insurance intermediaries and no
limit was prescribed for foreign investment in LIC
under the LIC Act, 1956; the Insurance Act, 1938;
the Insurance Regulatory and Development
Authority Act, 1999 or regulations made under
the respective laws.

Further, with an intent to improve the overall
FDI policy, certain changes and alignments under
various provisions of the policy have been carried
out.

"The reform in the FDI policy will have several
benefits. It would facilitate foreign investment in
LIC and such other corporate bodies, for which
the government may have a requirement for

disinvestment purposes.
"The reform will facilitate ease of doing business

and lead to greater FDI inflows, and at the same
time, ensure alignment with the overall
intent/objective of FDI policy," a source said.
Setting the stage for the country's biggest-ever

public offering, Life Insurance Corporation on
February 13 filed draft papers with capital market
regulator Sebi for the sale of 5 per cent stake by
the government for an estimated Rs 63,000 crore.
The initial public offering (IPO) of over 31.6 crore

shares or 5 per cent government stake is likely to hit
D-street in March. Employees and policyholders of
the insurance behemoth would get a discount over
the floor price. According to the draft red herring
prospectus (DRHP), LIC's embedded value, which is a
measure of the consolidated shareholders value in
an insurance company, has been pegged at about
Rs 5.4 lakh crore as of September 30, 2021, by
international actuarial firm Milliman Advisors.

AI-1944 brings back...
Indian Embassy and government, who helped us
get out of there.” Pooja Agarwal, the mother of
Prathamesh Agarwal, said, “I am a mother of a
third-year medical student. The kids were so
scared when all this happened. They panicked
and there was chaos. Sometimes my son could
not connect via internet and would share a
hotspot or find some other way to get in touch.
He was able to return safely but there are many
students of his college who are still stuck out
there. As a parent, I can understand what their
parents must be going through. I thank the
government for getting our kids back and just
hope all the other kids will reach home soon.”
Pooja burst into tears as she hugged

Prathamesh who thanked the government for the
swift action in helping those stranded. "I was
lucky to make it out but my friends are still stuck.
We came with stickers of white flags and the
Indian tricolour pasted on our bus. The
Romanians were very helpful as they paved the
way for us," added Prathamesh.
Laxmi Shrivastav, who was at Terminal 2 to

receive daughter Srishti, broke down while
speaking about the situation and how indebted
she was to the Modi dispensation which
facilitated the return. “Srishti had been sending us
pictures and videos of the situation there. After
reaching the shelter, the students were given food
and water. They were asked to send their baggage
first and keep only handbags," said Laxmi.
One of the evacuees, Shruti said, “We had

already booked personal flights which were
scheduled for later but due to the war emergency
we boarded the flight organised by the Indian
embassy. If everything returns to normal in
Ukraine, we will go back but, as of now, we will
complete the ongoing semester in India. I'm
thankful to the university as well, who understood
our plight and have facilitated online classes. They
have also helped us get back to our country. Some
of my friends are still stuck there and, hopefully,
within 3-4 days they too should be back.”
Speaking about the situation in Ukraine, Rutuja

Kamble from Kolhapur said, “It had been two
months since I went to Ukraine for studies and
suddenly the war broke out. The cities around us
started getting attacked and we were terrified.
Finally, the evacuation program started and
arrangements were made for us to come home."
Vidhant Shinde, who was quite evidently happy

to be back, said, “A city which was 60 km from
the place where I was staying was being attacked
and as soon as we got to know of this, there was
panic. But the Indian embassy has been a great
help in evacuating all the students safely. Around
250 stud e nts from my university are still stuck in
Ukraine. Ho p efully, they also should be home in a
day or two.” Another student, Radhika, said the
evacuation pro cess was easy for them as they
stayed along the western border of Ukraine, but
the same could not be said for the students
staying along the eastern borders.
Some states – Gujarat, Tamil Nadu and Kerala –

had sent their respective government officials to
receive the students, so they may be escorted home.
While there were two students from Tamil Nadu, 13
were from Kerala and some others from Gujarat.
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2 Maoists arrested
from Jharkhand, 
6 in Chhattisgarh
RANCHI / BIJAPUR: Two more
hardened Maoists carrying a
reward of Rs5 lakh each on their
heads were arrested during the
ongoing ‘Operation Double Bull,'
a top cop said on Saturday.
Inspector general of police

(operations) Amol V Homkar
said the Maoists were identified
as Sudarshan Bhuiyan alias
Nand Kishor Bharti and Balak
Ganjhu.  Both were sub-zonal
commanders of CPI (Maoists),
Homkar said. Bhuiyan, who is
wanted in 57 cases, was
arrested from Sildalia in Palamu
district, while Ganjhu, wanted in
25 cases, was arrested from
Dewbar in Latehar on Friday.
Further, six Naxals were

arrested from separate places in
Chhattisgarh’s Bijapur and
explosives were seized from four
of them, police said on Saturday.
Sonu Korsa, 35, Munna

Hapka, 37, Mangal Korsa, 26,
and Sonu Hapka, 27, were
apprehended from Padeda-
Cherpal area under Bijapur
police station limits, while Korsa
Sannu, 30, was held from a
different location in the same
area, additional superintendent
of police Pankaj Shukla said.


